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ABSTRACT This paper presents a high-reliability Grouping-Based communications trust model in
Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANET). The proposed solution consists of two distinct components: First, the
Dynamic Group Head Selection (DGHS) scheme to improve the Group Head’s (GH) stability by considering
the reliability of the communication link with the Road Side Unit (RSU). Second, a hybrid Dynamic Trust
Model (DTM) scheme improves trustworthiness by considering the node’s dynamic conditions and records.
Average GH Lifetime and Average Query Success Rate were used as metrics to evaluate the performance
of the grouping algorithms to those of Cluster-Based Location Service (CBLS) and Trust-based Security
for Message Exchange (TSME). The proposed DTM was compared to TSME and MiTM Attack Resistant
Trust Model (MARINE). With a maximum density of 900 vehicles, DTM improves the average GH lifetime
by 43% compared to CBLS and 19% compared to TSME. Similarly, DTM increases the query success rate
by 10% compared to the CBLS and 23% compared to the TSME, even at the slowest speed (40 km/h).
In terms of node density precision, DTM decreases by around 5% for MARINE and 10% for the TSME
approach. In conclusion, it has been shown that the proposed schemes are reliable for various position-based
VANET applications that need precise positioning and trusted messaging.

INDEX TERMS Grouping-based communications, trust model, vehicular ad-hoc networks.

I. INTRODUCTION
The vehicular ad-hoc Network (VANET) ecosystem consists
of vehicles equipped with on-board units (OBUs), roadside
units (RSUs) placed along roadways, and a back-end system
that provides different services (registration, authorization,
revocation, etc.). VANETs improve road safety, vehicle
security, and driver privacy against attacks. There have been
10.8 million annual automotive accidents in the United States
since 2000, resulting in over 36,000 annual fatalities and
another 24,000 annually connected to collisions with other
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vehicles and costing more than $100 billion annually [1]. All
vehicles get their positions through the Global Positioning
System (GPS) and send them to the existing nearby location
server. Location service is also responsible for collecting
periodic location updates and responding to location queries
about the current position of the vehicles [2], [3]. Many
unresolved issues were found after investigating the associ-
ated works in the security architectures, standards, protocols,
attacks, techniques, and solutions in VANETs. The capability
of the network to self-organize in a highly mobile network
environment, the evaluation of the trustworthiness of nodes
participating in VANETs, and their misbehavior detection are
a few of these issues. Moreover, group-based location service
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schemes are categorized into static and dynamic group-based
location services. Vehicles are grouped to formulate a group
based on specific rules. At least one Group Head (GH) exists
in every group designated as a moving local location server
[4], [5]. The other vehicles in the group are named Group
Members (GMs). The dynamic group-based location service
relies on dynamic grouping. Dynamic grouping is also termed
mobile grouping. It depends on the mobility parameters such
as speed and position to make the groups. Group-based
location service schemes have more scalability, reliability,
and communication overhead advantages than non-group-
based ones. Furthermore, dynamic grouping is more flexible
than static grouping [2], [3].

The group’s stability depends on essential parameters,
such as speed, distance, direction, number of neighbors, link
lifetime, destination, signal-to-noise ratio, fixed-size road
segments, road id, and density [5]. These parameters are used
to elect GH and GM associated with this group. Due to rapid
topological changes in VANETs, speed is considered the
most important parameter in forming groups [6]. The group’s
stability can be increased by combining different parameters
while still meeting the needs of various applications [7].
The non-optimal GH election parameters lead to unnecessary
grouping around the intersection, where the communication
overhead and collision of messages around the intersection
increases, affecting the location updates and location queries
of GMs. The inter-group interference, congestion, contention,
and message loss were also increased due to frequent group-
ing variations [4], [8]. Possibly, vehicles may send incorrect
location data during network communication. Due to these
issues, group instability increases. So, there is a need to
improve the existing group maintenance schemes to improve
the performance of the location service. The scientific
community has contributed substantially to solving safety,
security, and technical design problems. However, dealing
with safety, security, and privacy criteria is themost important
part of utilizing VANETs efficiently. In this way, the research
community has developed ideas for making VANETs safer
[9], [10], [11], [12]. Unfortunately, conventional cryptogra-
phy solutions are unsuitable for lightweight communication
to provide network security. Furthermore, it can’t guarantee
the reliability and quality of messages, which can cause
undesirable effects [13], [14], [15]. As a result, trust-based
defences against inside attacks for VANETs are produced
[13], [16]. Trust is defined in the context of VANET as the
confidence one vehicle has in another to carry out the required
activity. Vehicles may determine if a person can trust the
information based on some factors, including the opinions of
their neighbors, the credibility of the communicating vehicle,
and their previous interactions with the communication
vehicle.

Numerous lightweight cryptographic primitives have
recently been developed to replace more complex algorithms
like block ciphers, hash functions, and stream ciphers.
Therefore, high mobility, unreliable communication links,
and frequent changes in the topology lead to challenging

situations inside VANET. The unreliable link with the
RSU and non-optimum grouping formation. Furthermore,
establishing and assessing trust in received communica-
tions in such a short period is challenging, especially
for lightweight communication with limited resources. The
processing and communication overhead associated with
message authentication and dissemination rises as the number
of messages in the network rises. This work tackles the
problem and suggests a low-cost message authentication
and distribution system. This study proposes a group-based
trust model in a dynamic environment using centralized and
decentralized administration to monitor vehicles’ behavior.
In addition, it provides a method for evaluating the trust value
utilized in choosing the most trustworthy vehicles as possible
group leaders and identifying any malicious vehicle that
may operate in an untrustworthy manner. This research aims
to develop a lightweight trust model with improved group
stability in a dynamic environment. This paper is organized as
follows. In Section II, related work is presented. Section III
discusses the materials and methods. Section IV shows the
results and discussion, while Section V demonstrates the
paper’s conclusion.

II. RELATED WORK
Table 1 compares the grouping-based trust models for
VANET. Asoudeh et al. [17] propose a Group Based Position
Service (CBLS) approach that uses dynamic grouping to give
a vehicle’s location. First, each car broadcasts its Group Head
Election Value (GHEV), determined by the speed, distance,
and number of directly linked vehicles to its neighbors.
Then, each vehicle compares the CHEV against its value.
If a neighbor’s CHEV is better, the vehicle advertises it.
GH instability persists owing to the lack of a well-defined
group formation range. This is because every car broadcasts
its information to its adjacent vehicles, and those vehicles
give that information to nearby vehicles. In this way, all
vehicles in the vicinity are updated. As a result, CHEV does
not certify a GH vehicle with consistent speed and the least
distance from other cars.

Pal et al. [18] determine the group centroid based on
vehicle location by considering the speed and distance from
the centroid. The GH is chosen from among the vehicles
within the centroid’s range. However, the variable numbers
of cars in each vehicle’s neighbor table impact the centroid’s
uniqueness, making it difficult to predict the range of group
formation. Additionally, GH is chosen without taking the
RSU’s dependability into account.

Khan et al. [19] came up with an idea for a trust model
(TM) in VANET that was built on group-based procedures.
The GH determines trust and sends that number to a trusted
authority (TA). TA removes a hostile node from a network
based onGH’s knowledge. The continuous reporting required
by the proposed approach is the main drawback, as it
significantly decreases network efficiency and generates a
large approach overhead. In addition, there is a lack of
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TABLE 1. Grouping-based trust models for VANET.

information regarding the network communication between
the GH, TA, and vehicles.

Ahmed et al. [20] provide a hybrid TM that uses a trust
computation model based on a logistic approach to detect
nodes introducing erroneous information into the network.
This trust architecture gathers reliable information about
occurrences at the evaluator nodes through various sources,
including direct observation. Once the actual occurrence has
been confirmed, the sender node’s behavior is classified as
authentic or malicious. This technique weighs votes and uses
a logistic trust function to determine trust. This trust model
recognizes adversarial nodes disseminating false information
throughout the network. This approach may not be feasible
in rural regions since there are insufficient information
sources.

In short, the trust management models presented previ-
ously are insufficiently dynamic to VANETs’ properties.
For example, a few studies [36], [37] proposed handling a
certain type of message, while others [38], [39], [40] utilized
decentralized trust mechanisms, which is impractical in a
VANET’s dynamic environment. Furthermore, some other
works [28], [41], [42], [43] attempted to counteract a certain
kind of attack, whichmight be a limitation. On the other hand,
several other worksweremeant to counteract a particular kind
of challenge, such as authentication [43], privacy [44], [45],
or localization [46], [47]. Therefore, in contrast to existing
methods, an adaptive TM is required to exchange messages
in VANETs, along with a grouping algorithm to deal with the
dynamicity of such networks.

III. PROPOSED METHODS
Due to the dynamic nature and variable speed of VANETs,
the proposed trust-based message exchange scheme has been
divided into two parts. The first stage divides the network
into groups and assigns a particular group to each isolated
vehicle. One node has been elected as a group head to manage
and control the group activities. The dynamicity and variable
speed of theVANET have been handled through this grouping
scheme. The second part deals with trust management based
on the reputations of vehicles as well as the dynamicity and
variable speed of the VANET. The trust in the messages has
been calculated based on three indicators: location closeness,
the number of forwarders, and time closeness.

A. DYNAMIC GROUP HEAD SELECTION (DGHS) SCHEME
Each GH functions as a lower-level location server in the
group-based location service. GH updates the positions of its
GMs to RSU,which performs as a server at a higher level. The
stability of the GH has a significant impact on the operation
of the location service. Location service methods based on
the static grouping methodology split the region into several
segments, with the collection of vehicles in each segment
constituting a group. GH is chosen based on where a vehicle
is in the segment. All the other vehicles in the groups become
GMs and join the group. The static group-based methods
are susceptible to frequent GH changes, and groups also
overlap owing to the group formation range. A GH travels
with its GMs in the dynamic grouping. The values of various
metrics, including distance, speed, direction, and the number
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of neighbors, are considered when choosing the GH. Each
vehicle broadcasts its Group Head Fitness Value (GHFV)
in the dynamic group-based location service concept. This
procedure continues until an optimal GH vehicle is chosen.

The calculated GHFV decides that the unstable vehicle
should be the GH. Furthermore, existing group-based loca-
tion service schemes choose GH without considering the
RSU’s connection dependability. Some current research on
generic grouping uses link status to choose GH. However,
these techniques do not guarantee that the GH will remain
stable while concurrently interacting with the RSU and GMs.
These problems contribute to increased GH instability, which
reduces GH’s lifespan. This issue impacts both the location
queries and the location updates. Therefore, this scheme is
integrated with the grouping that increases the dependability
of the GH with the RSU. GH election is based on calculating
its fitness to work as a GH. In this scheme, the fitness
value is a weighted sum of vehicles’ Vi average speed
variation (ASVi), distance from the centroid (CDi), time to
link the vehicle Vi with RSU (TL_RSU ), the direction of
vehicle movement w.r.t RSU (DirVi ) and the total number of
connected neighbors (NVi). Calculates the vehicle’s average
speed variation with other network vehicles to ensure a
stable GH.The following are defined for the proposed DGHS
scheme:

ASVi =
1
n

n−1∑
j=0

Vvi − Vvj (1)

The time to link the vehicle with the RSU,

TL_RSU =

S(Vi) ×

√
(RSUx − Vix)2 + (RSUy − Viy)2

Vi
(2)

where Vi is the speed of vehicle i, RSUx and RSUy are the x
and y coordinates of the RSU, respectively, andVix andViy are
the coordinate locations of the vehicle i, respectively. S(Vi) is
the direction movement of the vehicle, given by:

S(Vi) =

{
1, if d1 >= d2
−1, if d1 < d2

(3)

where d1 is the distance between the RSU and Vi at a beacon
interval t , and d2 is the distance between the RSU and Vi the
next interval t + 0.1. S(Vi) is essentially a function whose
value is 1 when the vehicle approach the RSU, and -1 when
it moves away from the RSU. A vehicle moving away from
RSU has a lower chance of the election as it may exit the trust
zone.

Equation (2) simply states that the lower vehicle speed
has a higher TL_RSU value; ultimately, these vehicles have
a higher possibility of becoming a GH. However, a vehicle
with a lower speed is unstable with respect to its neighbor’s
vehicles and frequently leaves a group.

The total number of connected vehicles is the number of
neighboring nodes whose acknowledge beacon message has

FIGURE 1. Flowchart of the proposed DGHS model.

been received.

NVi =

∑
ack
n

(4)

where n is the total number of nodes in the trust zone and NVi
is total number of connected vehicles.

FVVi =
w1

ASVi
+

w2

CDi
+

w3

TLRSU
+ w4 × NVi + w5 × DirVi

(5)

where w1, w2, w3, w4 and w5 are weighting factors. Different
weighting factor combinations were employed to obtain
the optimal values that guarantee a good balance among
the proposed scheme’s selection metrics. Particularly, the
sensitivity of these weighting factors to the GH lifetime was
evaluated to determine the best-balanced set of these weights.
The weighting factor group (0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.2, 0.1) has shown
the greatest results regarding the highest GH lifetime. This
implies GH’s stability mostly relies 20% on the CDi, 20%
on nearby vehicles, and 40% on TL_RSU . However, the
vehicle’s average speed variation and movement direction
effects are at least 10% each. Therefore, (5) turn into
following (6):

FVVi =
0.1
ASVi

+
0.2
CDi

+
0.4
TLRi

+ 0.2 × NVi + 0.1 × DirVi

(6)

The current scheme improves the group’s stability by
making GHs last longer. This is done by choosing a GH
that is the most stable with respect to its neighbors in terms
of mobility, has the most stable connection to RSU, and
has many neighbors. This scheme operates in three phases.
In the third phase, each vehicle in the GH range determines
its Group Head Fitness Value (GHFV) based on its average
speed variation, TL_RSU , and NVi . Finally, each phase’s
output is used as the input for the next phase. Figure 1
describes the GH election procedure.
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The GH’s reliability is crucial for the group-based location
service. The non-optimal group formation range and the
inconsistent connection of GH with the RSU prevent current
research from fully enhancing the performance of location
services via GH selection criteria. GH’s lifespan may be
increased by considering the right mobility characteristics,
such as distance, speed, TL_RSU , NVi , and direction.

A GH is furthermore elected from the GHFV range of
vehicles based on the average speed variation, distance from
the center of the trust zone, NVi , TL_RSU , and the direction
of movement with respect to the RSU. Finally, the vehicle
with the biggest GHFV is elected to be a GH. The complete
algorithm of the proposed scheme is given in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Dynamic Group Head Selection (DGHS)
Require: GHCR: Group Head Covered Range;NV : Number
of vehicles in GHCR; Pos_RSU : Position of RSU; (Cx ,
Cy): Trust zone center; BMs: Broadcast messages, GHSM :
Group Head Selection Message.
Vi sends BMs
Vi receives BMs
Vi receives GHSM
//calculate total number of connected nodes
NVi = ack_count/NV
for j = 0; j <= NV; j++ do
//calculate average speed variation
CASV = CASV + (Vi− Vj)

end for
CASV = CASV /NVi
//calculate distance from center of trust zone
CD =

√
((xi − Cx)2 + (yi − Cy)2)

//compute displacement 1 and 2

dt1 =

√
(RSUx − Vix1)2 + (RSUy − Viy1)2

dt2 =

√
(RSUx − Vix2)2 + (RSUy − Viy2)2

//determine direction of Vi
if dt1 > dt2 then
dirVi = 1

else
dirVi = 0

end if
//compute the TL_RSU
TL_RSU = (S(Vi) ∗ sqrt((RSUx − Vix)2 + (RSUy −

Viy)2))/Vi
//Compute fitness values FVi to RSU to select GH
FVi = 0.1/CASV +0.3/CD+0.4/TL_RSU +0.2∗NVi +
0.1 ∗ dirVi
return FVi

B. DYNAMIC TRUST MODEL (DTM) SCHEME
Roadside Unit (RSU) is the trusted unit in the model. RSU
provides initial trust value to all vehicles in the region of
interest. All vehicles have a unique trust value in the region.
RSU generated an alert message to inform about a malicious
vehicle in the region of interest. This alert message helps

vehicles in the region not trust the information received from
the malicious node.

The group head evaluates the trustworthiness of the
propagating message and the group member’s reputation
(fitness) value to determine the authenticity of an event in
VANET, therefore achieving the goal of assuring the secure
communication of VANET. This study aims to develop secure
trust-based messages in a lightweight VANET. The first step
is to develop a safe grouping algorithm for VANETs. The
trust management plan is the focus of the second stage, which
consists of the following assumptions:

• Event messages have been sent by vehicles.
• Each vehicle sent its GHFV to the GH.
• A vehicle with a lower fitness value is synonymous with
a malicious vehicle.

• GH cannot be considered unsafe.
• The sender’s closeness to the event site increases the
authenticity. Conversely, the authenticity score drops as
temporal closeness drops.

• The higher the probability of modifying the event, the
greater the number of vehicles reported the same event.

the reputation messages, GMlist is given by:

GMlist[i] =< Vid , SMVi,FVi, tadd > . (7)

where Vid is the event message forwarded by vehicle Vi, and
SMVi is the number of successful message delivery, initially,
its value is zero. Then, each successful delivery adds (tadd )
one and unsuccessful delivery minus 1 in its value.

Additionally, a vehicle observing an event sends out
Mevent , given by:

Mevent =< Vid , (Vix ,Viy), type, (x, y), tr > (8)

A vehicle Vi forwards an event message identified by Vid ;
reports an observed event to GH by specifying its type: type ∈

{accident, road liberation, traffic information}, (x, y), the
coordinates of the event’s location, (Vix ,Viy) the location of
the vehicle Vi where it generated the message, and tr as the
reporting time.

The GH verifies its accuracy based on the node fitness
value and other indicators given by the location closeness:

Lc = 1 − S(Vi) ×

√
(Ex − Vix)2 + (Ey − Viy)2

Ac
(9)

where Ex and Ey are the coordinates of occurrence of the
event E , and Ac is the coverage area. If the vehicle has already
crossed the event, then Lc is higher than in another case where
the vehicle is approaching the event. The function is used to
find the direction of the reporting vehicle after calculating two
beacon messages. The closer the respondent is to the event
location, has higher the Lc score.

Time closeness, Tc is a way to show how recently an event
was reported. An estimated time or the reporting vehicle,
Tre is given by:

Tre =

√
(Ex − Vix)2 + (Ey − Viy)2

Vvi
(10)
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FIGURE 2. Flowchart of the proposed DTM model.

if |tr−(Tre+te)| is less than a constant δ (te is the estimated
time), then the message is rejected, otherwise,

Tc =
1

tr − te
(11)

where Vvi is the speed of the reporting vehicle. Tc thus
estimates the time reporting of the vehicle. The past data
held by RSU contains SMVi the number of successful
message deliveries by vehicle Vi, and is also used to develop
confidence. A vehicle may be considered trustworthy if it
provides a specialized or authorized function, such as a school
bus, ambulance, or police car. The node’s weight can reflect
its trustworthiness and the data it reported to some degree.
A node in VANETs should belong to one of the three levels.

Figure 2 shows the flowchart of the proposed DTM
scheme. The node trustworthiness is calculated based on
the vehicle’s assigned role, the time to reach the event
place, the number of successfully delivered messages, and
the direction of movement with respect to the event. The
complete algorithm of the proposed scheme is given in
Algorithm 2.

C. SIMULATION FRAMEWORK
The final step is the examination of the proposed work’s
performance. The group stability schemes’ performance
was simulated, tested, and compared to other group-based
location service schemes, and trust model effectiveness
was compared with existing trust models. In this analysis,
we integrate real-world road topology and real-time data from
a database into amicroscopicmobilitymodel to generate real-
istic traffic flows along the highway. In VANETs, two kinds
of simulators are utilized to simulate vehicles: a network
simulator and a traffic simulator. Traffic simulators are used
to replicate road traffic behavior, whereas network simulators
are utilized to simulate network protocols. A variety of

Algorithm 2 Dynamic Trust Model (DTM)
Require: Mevent: Event message; GH : group head; RSU :
Roadside Unit; GHCR: Group Head Coverage Range.
//calculate dynamic threshold
//Nevent is number of nodes reporting an event
NRE = 1 −

1
Nevent

if IDvi == police or rescue services then
Rvi = 1

else if IDvi == other government vehicles then
Rvi = 0.5

else
Rvi = 0

end if
//computer direction of movement w.r.t. RSU
if (x, y) lies in the GHCR then
dt1 =

√
(Ex − Vix1)2 + (Ey − Viy1)2

dt2 =

√
(Ex − Vix2)2 + (Ey − Viy2)2

//determine direction of Vi
if dt2 > dt1 then
dirVi = −1

else
dirVi = 1

end if
end if
//calculate Lc
Lc = 1 − S(Vi) ×

√
(Ex−Vix )2+(Ey−Viy)2

Ac
//calculate Tre
Tre =

√
(Ex−Vix )2+(Ey−Viy)2

Vvi
if |tr − (Tre + te)| < δ then
//reject the message
SMVi = SMVi − 1

else
Tc =

1
tr−te

Tvi = Lc + Tc + Rvi + NRE
SMVi = SMVi + 1
//Broadcast the message

end if
//update and return GMlist

simulation frameworks, such as Network Simulator 2 (NS2),
Objective Modular Network Testbed in C++ (OMNET++),
Optimized Network Engineering Tool (OPNET), and Matrix
Laboratory (Matlab), have been designed and developed.
However, OMNeT++ is favored since it is a C++ simulation
platform that allows for creating and executing network
simulations while being extensible, modular, and based on
components. The computer system used for the experimental
purpose was equipped with 16GB RAM and a core i7
processor with a clock speed of 3.8 GHz.

The proposed schemes followed the simulation setting and
environment of CBLS to adopt a more realistic scenario.
The Doha map is considered in this research because the
same map was used by benchmark research CBLS [48].
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FIGURE 3. Part of the Doha map used in the simulation.

TABLE 2. Parameters used in the simulation environment.

Dimensions are obtained for the simulation scenario (lati-
tude:25.3440 to 25.2899 and longitude: 51.4666 to 51.5266).
The map, shown in Figure 3 was obtained from the Open-
StreetMap database. CBLS relied on 6 × 6 km to conduct
simulations. Twenty RSUs were set up as fixed-location
servers in different places to cover the simulated area. The
road is separated into 800m portions to cover the effective
range on both sides of the vehicles. In accordance with the
VANET specification, vehicles must transmit a beacon at
a rate of 10Hz. Therefore, the transmission rate of beacon
messages from all vehicles was set to 10Hz so that the exact
locations of vehicles could be found. The simulation time of
one thousand seconds was used to yield findings. To justify
the density of vehicles 150 to 950, one lane in each direction
was employed to simulate vehicles. The physical and MAC
layers are set up by IEEE 802.11p guidelines. Table 2 lists
the simulation parameters. Simulations are run by taking the
maximum speed variations between 36-108 km/h.

The range of communication for each vehicle was assumed
to be 400m. The efficiency of the proposed technique was
evaluated under two conditions, the speed, and density of
the vehicles. In a city, the average speed for a vehicle is
30 km/h [49]. In this research, the average speed of the
vehicles was taken to be 40 km/h. Additionally, simulations
are run with varied densities of vehicles; a scenario with
350 vehicles indicates high density, while 250 vehicles reflect

medium density and 150 vehicles represent low density.
The number of vehicles classified as low to high density
ranges from 100 to 1000 and from 100 to 350, respectively.
In this research, the number of vehicles in the network ranges
from 100 to 900 to depict the network’s condition. In the first
scenario, the maximum speed of the vehicles ranges from
40km/h to 100km/h, but the average density of vehicles on
the road stays the same (13–16 cars/km/lane). The average
density is 13 to 16 vehicles per kilometer of road, about
620 cars in a 6km by 6km area. In the second scenario, the
maximum density of vehicles varies from 100 to 900 while
the average speed stays at 40km/h.

The vehicle’s maximum speed is set at 100 km/h. The
simulation area is 2km by 2km in size. The maximum node
density in this region was 900 nodes. Additionally, 10%
of nodes were chosen as malicious nodes that consistently
provide phone or fraudulent messages. The kind of vehicle is
also decided before the simulation even starts. Thus, 10 %
of members’ nodes are designated as highly trustworthy
nodes like ambulances/fire brigade/rescue teams; 20% of
members’ nodes are designated as intermediate-trustworthy
nodes like government vehicles, and the remaining 70% of
nodes are designAated as ordinary private nodes without any
prior trustworthiness. Because there are more private vehicles
on the road than in the other categories. This simulation’s
channel bandwidth is 10Mbps on the ideal data rate to prevent
message congestion. Additionally, the network’s member
vehicles all have the same set transmission range. Constant
Bit Rate (CBR) with a value of 36kbps and a focus on User
Datagram Protocol (UDP) packet generation traffic is used
as the source of simulation traffic. In all, the simulation takes
around 9000s.

Initiating many runs for each simulated scenario is
recommended to gain confidence in the simulation results.
Therefore, each simulation scenario in this research contains
30 runs. The initial node placement is redistributed randomly
at the start of each simulation, using a new random seed so
that all initial circumstances are unavoidably distinct.

D. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The performance of the three proposed schemes has been
assessed in three separate phases and compared to the most
recent, ISI-indexed, TSME [17], [50], and MARINE [51].
The lifetime of the GH has a direct impact on the group’s
stability. The GH lifetime is determined by dividing the total
GH duration time by the number of group heads, According
to Equation 12, the GH lifetime is the average lifetime of GHs
for a certain circumstance [49], given by:

AverageGHLifetime =

∑n
i=1 t

m
i − t fbi
n

(12)

where n is the total number of group heads formed, tmi is
the election time for group heads, and t fbi is the losing time
for group heads. The lifetime of the GM has an impact on
the group’s stability. The GM lifetime is determined by the
moment a vehicle joins the group and the moment it leaves,
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i.e., dividing the total GH duration time by the number of
group heads.

The percentage of successfully answered queries to the
total queries sent is given by:

QuerySuccessRate(%)

=

∑n
i=1 successfullyReceivedQueries∑n

i=1 successfullyTransmittedQueries
(13)

The performance is also evaluated by:
• Precision (P): Precision is a fraction of the relative
instances included inside the retrieved instances. In this
research, the number of nodes properly identified
as malicious nodes counts as a relevant instance.
A retrieved instance is the total number of nodes
correctly and mistakenly identified as malicious nodes.
Thus, Precision is defined as TM’s ability to precisely
forecast an event’s trustworthiness, given by:

P =
PM
PU

(14)

where PM is the number of real malicious nodes caught
probability and PU is the total number of untrustworthy
nodes caught (either caught correctly or incorrectly)
probability.

• Recall (R): The term Recall is described as the
capability of TM to predict absolute malicious content
disseminated by the nodes. In this case, PT is the total
number of truly malicious nodes.

R =
PM
PT

(15)

• F_Score: The term F-Score is described as the weighted
average of Precision and Recall. Moreover, the accuracy
of TM depends on F-Score. The higher F-Score values
correspond more accurately to TM. F-Score is defined
by:

F_Score = 2 ×
P× R
P+ R

(16)

• Communication overhead: Communication overhead
is the total amount of packets that must be sent or
conveyed from one node to another. Communication
overhead refers to the messages sent and received
between a sender and a third-party node and between
a receiver and a third node.

E. ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS
The following assumptions and limitations pertain to this
research and are considered in the network scenario:

• GPS technology allows all vehicles to be informed of
their location.

• Digital maps depicting vehicles on junctions and roads
are standard equipment in every vehicle.

• The transmission range is equivalent and substantial in
all vehicles.

• The computing capacities of all vehicles are uniform.

FIGURE 4. Average GH lifetime at different maximum speeds.

FIGURE 5. Average GH lifetime at different numbers of maximum nodes.

• All vehicles know their destination, speed, and maximal
acceleration.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The average lifetime of a GH has a direct impact on the
group’s stability. The longer GH lifetime indicates that the
group configuration is more stable because of its bigger
value. The average GH lifetime is calculated by dividing the
network’s total number of GHs by the sum of all GHs’ total
durations. The size of the segment affects the GH lifetime.
GH passes through the same distance in less time with
increased speed.

Figure 4 shows that the suggested DGHSmethod improves
GH lifespan by 21% against CBLS and 33% versus TSME
at 40 km/h. As a result of the quick topological changes,
Figure 4 illustrates how an increase in speed impacts the
performance of three schemes. DGHS scheme demonstrated
better performance compared to its competitors at all speeds.
DGHS was chosen by getting the average relative speed of
each vehicle in the network compared to its neighbors; it helps
achieve a better GH lifespan.

Figure 5 depicts the performance of the DGHS, CBLS,
and TSME schemes in terms of average GH lifespan vs the
maximum number of vehicles in the network. The proposed
scheme uses the range and the number of vehicles located
within the range of the centroid vehicle to regulate the
density. In addition, instead of broadcasting its fitness value
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FIGURE 6. Average query success rate of GH at different maximum
speeds.

FIGURE 7. Average query success rate of GH at different maximum nodes.

throughout the network, it communicates it to the RSU,which
increases GH’s lifespan.

Figure 6 shows that the DGHS scheme has a higher
query success rate than its competitors. At the slowest speed
(40 km/h), the proposed approach improves the query success
rate by 10% over the CBLS and 23% over the TSME.
However, DGHS improves query success rate over the current
CBLS and TSME schemes by 14% and 24%, respectively,
at the maximum 100km/h.

Figure 7 illustrates the performance of the DGHS, CBLS,
and TSME schemes regarding query success rate vs network
nodes. The lifetime of each GH and GM in a section in
the TSME grows with an increase in density; however,
lifetime is only possible for road segments. The CBLS relies
on a broadcasting strategy without establishing any range,
and when density increases, there is more competition for
available communication channels, which results in more
messages being lost.

In the proposed DGHS scheme, density is handled by
setting the GH election range first and then choosing a
GH. Therefore, GH exhibited acceptable stability despite the
higher density. When compared to the CBLS and TSME,
the proposed DGHS scheme has a query success rate
that is enhanced by 12% and 43% for the lowest density
(100 vehicles in the network) and by 18% and 20% for the
maximum density (900 vehicles in the network), respectively.

FIGURE 8. Precision values with vehicle density.

FIGURE 9. Precision values with maximum speed.

The efficiency of the proposed TM is computed against
the MARINE and TSME models. The simulation results
in this section compare the precision and recall of DTM
with MARINE and TSME techniques across different
densities, velocities, and percentages of malicious nodes. The
requirements for communication overhead are also shown.

The impact of node density on DTM, MARINE, and
TSME is seen in Figure 8. When the node density fluctuates,
the DTME outperforms the TSME in precision. However,
there is no discernible distinction between DTM and
MARINE. These three techniques also provide superior
precision at increasing node densities. This is accurate
given that a larger density of well-behaved nodes increases
the likelihood of receiving accurate data from others. For
MARINE, precision is reduced by around 5%, while for the
TSME method, it is reduced by about 10%. Figure 9 shows
how the precision of the DTM, MARINE, and TSME are
compared as the nodes move at various speeds. These data
demonstrate that the precision values are lower when the
vehicles travel more quickly. This is true because information
about unreliable vehicles spreads more slowly when the
vehicles are going more quickly. The precision value for
the DTM, MARINE, and TSME techniques with various
percentages of malicious nodes is shown in Figure 10.
Precision suffers when a significant portion of the network’s
nodes are malicious. Both TSME and MARINE show a
10% and 2% reduction of precision at the lowest speed.
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FIGURE 10. Precision values with percentages of malicious nodes
participating in the network.

FIGURE 11. Recall values with vehicle density.

The disease causes a greater decline in this number. This
is mostly because malicious nodes and impediments impede
nodes from communicating accurate data.

The impact of the recall on velocity, density, and the
number of malicious nodes are discussed in the following
sections. The effect of node density on the recall of
DTM, MARINE, and TSME is seen in Figure 11. This
graphic demonstrates that these methods have a greater
recall score as node density increases. Furthermore, the
suggested DTM model is more sensitive to malicious nodes
compared to past research. This graph demonstrates that
DTM outperforms MARINE and TSME regarding recall
scores across various node nodes. Recall of MARINE drops
by 2% and TSME has a considerable drop of 20%. When
the nodes move at various speeds, Figure 12 compares
the recall of the DTM, MARINE, and TSME. This image
illustrates how the recall score of various systems decreases
when the nodes move more quickly. At the top speed of the
vehicles (100 km/h), the percentages were 71% and 58%,
respectively. Additionally, the recall value with percentages
of malicious nodes participating in the network is shown in
Figure 13, where the proposed DTM shows very close value
to MARINE.

Evaluation of DTM,MARINE, and TSME communication
overhead is done in relation to different densities, velocities,
and numbers ofmalicious nodes. For example, Figures 14, 15,
and 16 illustrate how overhead communication rises together

FIGURE 12. Recall values with maximum speed.

FIGURE 13. Recall values with percentages of malicious nodes
participating in the network.

FIGURE 14. Percentage of communication overhead with vehicle density.

with the node density, velocity, and the number of malevolent
nodes.

Figure 14 depicts the impact of density on DTM,
MARINE, and TSME communication overhead. The com-
munication overhead grows proportionally with the density
of nodes in the network. Comparing the communication
overhead, DTM is the most cost-effective option. The effect
of speed on the amount of overhead involved in transmitting
data is also seen in Figure 16. This figure illustrates how a
rise in speed results in a corresponding rise in communication
overhead. This is because the cars are moving at such a fast
speed that their transmission range no longer overlaps, and as
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FIGURE 15. Percentage of communication overhead with maximum
speed.

FIGURE 16. Percentage of communication overhead with percentages of
malicious nodes participating in the network.

a result, the nodes need to send requests to other nodes in the
network.

On the other hand, DTM relies more on the cumulative
average speed than individual speed. As a result, DTM adds
less communication overhead than MARINE and TSME.
DTM thereby outperforms other similar products in terms
of cost-velocity at various speeds. The performance of these
DTM is shown in Figures 8, 9, and 10 in various scenarios,
including one in which the network shows a variable
proportion of malicious nodes. These figures demonstrate
that malevolent nodes are more responsible for increased
communication overhead than either increased velocity or
density. Figures 14, 15, and 16 also illustrate how MARINE
and TSME have higher communication costs than DTM.

V. CONCLUSION
The design and development of a reliable trust management
scheme for group-based VANETs that satisfies message
reliability and quality in VANETs with improved perfor-
mance were successfully implemented. A reliable group head
election scheme enhances GH stability by optimizing link
reliability. The proposed Dynamic Group Head Selection
(DGHS) considers GH and RSU connection-link reliability,
improving GH stability. Trust models (TMs) are inte-
grated into the vehicles to assess received communications’
trustworthiness.

DTM proposes a lightweight trust model in a dynamic
environment that satisfies message reliability and quality in
VANETs with improved performance. The proposed DTM
improves the overhead regarding authentication and message
distribution with an existing technique. The comparison of
the proposed models with prior models using the network
simulator OMNET++ version 5.3 in conjunction with
a real-world scenario created using the traffic simulator,
SUMO, is the third significant contribution of this study. The
grouping algorithm was compared with CBLS and TSME,
and the average success rate and success rate of queries
were measured. On the other hand, DTM was evaluated
compared to TSME and MARINE. With a maximum density
of 100 vehicles, the DGHS technique improves the average
GH lifetime by 10% compared to the CBLS and 13%
compared to the TSME. However, DGHS, with a maximum
density of 900, improves the average GH lifetime by 43%
compared to CBLS and 19% compared to TSME. DTM
increases the query success rate by 10% compared to the
CBLS and 23% compared to the TSME, even at the slowest
speed (40 km/h). At a maximum speed of (100 km/h),
D increases query success rate by 14% and 24% over CBLS
and TSME. Compared to the CBLS and TSME, the suggested
DGHS scheme improves query success by 12% and 43%
for the lowest density (100 cars in the network) and 18%
and 20% for the highest density (900 vehicles). Precision is
decreased by around 5% forMARINE and 10% for the TSME
approach for node density. TSME and MARINE show 10%
and 2% precision reductions at the lowest speed, respectively.
In conclusion, it has been shown that the proposed schemes
are reliable for various position-based VANET applications
that need precise positioning and trusted messaging.

After investigating the outcomes of the various contribu-
tions described above, it was discovered that the proposed
algorithms provide superior performance over the older
model. The research may be expanded by considering the
dynamic group formation, group members leaving a group
and other factors while modeling VANETs by including
attacks. Additional machine learning methods may be trained
on the dataset to evaluate the dataset.
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